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Abstract 

In this research we investigate reports by the Kakabai Translation Committee and others that some 
Kakabai speakers are unable to use Kakabai print materials in the variety chosen for development 
(Takwatakwai). The purpose of the survey was to clarify these reports and determine why Takwatakwai-
variety literacy materials are difficult to use. 

Kakabai is an Austronesian language spoken in mainland Milne Bay Province, Papua New Guinea. 
Findings from the survey show that sociolinguistic attitudes, orthographic differences, or literacy skills 
are not causes of reported difficulty. Rather, difficulty is caused by linguistic variation in the form of 
regular sound changes and alternate lexical items which differentiate the Kakabai variety spoken in each 
main village. Teachers in Boilave, the village with the most linguistically different variety, find that 
young children have not yet acquired good intelligibility of the Takwatakwai variety. Since children are 
the target audience for many of the literacy materials, and Boilave children have difficulty using them, 
the Boilave teachers are requesting alternate-variety materials. The linguistic differences are not as great 
as expected, however, and there is consensus among the Kakabai villages that Takwatakwai is the best 
variety for overall development. The villages all value the unity created by having shared language 
development. We therefore recommend adherence to the standard variety in all Kakabai schools. The 
teachers in Boilave could develop initial primers in the Boilave variety and bridging materials, if 
necessary, to help their students. 
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1 Introduction 

This assessment was requested as part of a larger survey by Karla Sligh Watt (VITAL1 project manager) 
and Sabine Oetzel (SIL East Papua regional director) with recommendation from the Kakabai Translation 
Committee. The survey was requested in response to reports that some Kakabai speakers have been 
unable to use Kakabai literacy materials being produced through VITAL. Fieldwork was conducted 8–18 
September 2012 by Gabriel Goyadi (Kakabai translator), Bodger Banai (Kakabai translator), Tuula Kaija 
(VITAL literacy coordinator), Mariela Del Pozzi (VITAL staff member), and Janell Masters (SIL-PNG 
surveyor). 

The surveyors would like to thank the PNG Government for its support of this work. We also are 
grateful to the residents of Gaugadi, Boilave, Takwatakwai, Mainawa, and Kwabunaki for their warm 
hospitality, eager participation in the research, and help with travel. We thank our host family in Divari 
for their hospitality. We especially thank the members of the Kakabai Translation Committee who 
facilitated our work and Winston Taudumdum for help coordinating the survey. Lastly, we are grateful 
to Hannah Paris for planning the survey. 

1.1 Language location 

Kakabai [kqf]2 is spoken in villages on the eastern tip of mainland Papua New Guinea (PNG) in Milne 
Bay Province, as shown on map 1. Port Moresby is marked on the map, as well as Alotau, where training 
and work modules for VITAL take place.  

                                                   
1 VITAL—Vernacular Initiative for Translation and Literacy—is a multilanguage development project based in 
Alotau, Milne Bay Province. 
2 Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) ISO language codes are listed only with the first occurrence of each language name in this 
report. 
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Map 1. Kakabai language area in PNG context 

The languages which neighbour Kakabai are shown on map 2.3 Wedau [wed] is directly to the 
north. Dawawa [dww] and Kanasi [soq] are to the west. Suau [swp] is to the southwest. On the east 
there is a large uninhabited area. Also visible on map 2 are the four main Kakabai villages. An inset 
image shows the Owen Stanley Range which stretches down through the Kakabai language area. 

There are hamlets where Kakabai is spoken in addition to the four main villages. We do not have 
GPS coordinates for most of the hamlets, so only Gaugadi is included on map 3. Based on what was 
reported to us during the survey, Boilave has two hamlets located south of it: Kaume and Gaugadi. We 
believe Kwaiowa is located between Boilave and Takwatakwai. Mainawa has a hamlet called Dibogana. 
Kwabunaki has several hamlets: Davudavu, Sidei, Tauwaga,4 and Leyai. In addition to these hamlets and 
the main Kakabai villages, Kakabai is spoken in the mixed villages of Kapurika (Haigwai [hgw] language 
area) and Tubaisu (Kanasi language area). 
  

                                                   
3 This map and others in the report are not based on land claims, nor should they be used to make such claims. 
Borders are intended to represent sociolinguistic groupings only. 
4 Reportedly there are now only a few houses in Tauwaga. Most of the Tauwaga residents moved to Mainawa or 
Sidei because these locations offer them better access to services. 
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Map 2. Kakabai villages and neighbouring languages 

 

1.2 Travel within the Kakabai area 

The team’s approximate travel routes are marked on map 3. A combination of PMV (public motorised 
vehicle) transport and trail hiking links Alotau to the southernmost Kakabai village, Boilave. From the 
PMV drop-off point about fifteen minutes past Padipadi,5 a short trail leads to an old logging road which 
goes most of the way to Boilave. Locals can make the hike from the main road to Boilave in half an hour, 
but it may take as long as two hours for others to make the trip. Much of the hike involves steadily going 
uphill. 
  

                                                   
5 We do not have GPS coordinates to mark Padipadi on a map. Padipadi has a clinic, a large market, and a school. It 
is a major PMV stop. 
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Map 3. Travel routes used 

 
 

The 2012 survey team could not travel by PMV all the way to the drop-off point near the road to 
Boilave on the first night of the survey. Because of the steady rainfall, road conditions were poor, and a 
smaller vehicle was required to travel the last portion. The team stayed overnight at the Boilave hamlet 
of Gaugadi beside the road. The next morning, a smaller PMV brought the team the rest of the way to 
the drop-off point, which is at a bridge crossing a stream. The team’s travel times for this and other 
portions of the journey are listed in table 1. 
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Table 1. Travel times 

Travel portion Time 
PMV Alotau to Padipadi 2.5 hours 
PMV Padipadi to Gaugadi 5 minutes 
PMV Gaugadi to Boilave road drop-off 10 minutes 
Hike Boilave road drop-off to Boilave 2 hours 
Hike Boilave to Takwatakwai 9 hours 
Hike Takwatakwai to Gaugadi 7 hours (to Daga settlementa) 
PMV Gaugadi to Alotau 2.5 hours 
PMV Alotau to Awaiama 2 hours 
Dinghy Awaiama to Wedau 3.5 hours 
Hike Dogura Station (Wedau) to Mainawa 9 hours 
Hike Mainawa to Divari 7 hours 
Hike Divari to Kwabunaki 2.5 hours 
Hike Kwabunaki to Divari 1.5 hours 
Dinghy Divari to Awaiama 3.5 hours 
PMV Awaiama to Alotau 1.25 hours 
a Upon reaching the main road at the Daga settlement, we were picked up by a 
company vehicle and driven the rest of the way to Gaugadi. This five- or ten-minute 
ride saved us an estimated forty-minute walk. 

 

The team travelled from Boilave to Takwatakwai on a trail. The trail follows a river and there are 
twenty-two river crossings. The river floods when there is rain in the mountains. Because of rain, the 
river level rose while we hiked, making the crossings difficult or even impossible. When we could not 
make the crossing, we had to follow poor side trails along the river. Sometimes we had to cut a new 
trail. This made for strenuous hiking. We expected the journey to last six hours, but it took nine. If it 
hadn’t rained so much and the water level in the river had been lower, the hike would have been much 
shorter and less difficult. 

There is a trail between Takwatakwai and Mainawa, but we could not use it because the river was 
flooded. We were told there are sixty-four river crossings on this trail. Winston Taudumdum, a Mainawa 
resident and member of the Kakabai translation team, said the river flows between high cliffs for much 
of this stretch and there is little space to build a shelter for an overnight stay. Winston made this journey 
with his family while the survey team turned back to Boilave. Winston’s family required two and a half 
days to make the journey, so they had to sleep two nights in garden houses6 on the way. 

When the team hiked back to Gaugadi, the water level was lower, so we only had to bypass two of 
the twenty-two river crossings. This, combined with drier trails, allowed us to hike much faster. At the 
main road, we waited about half an hour before a company vehicle came by, and we were able to catch 
a ride with them the rest of the way. The next morning we rode a PMV from Gaugadi to Alotau and a 
second PMV from Alotau to Awaiama. We waited several hours before the PMV to Awaiama left. From 
Awaiama we rode a dinghy to Wedau, arriving between 8 and 9 p.m. We stayed overnight at Dogura 
Station (a short walk uphill from the Wedau landing) and hiked nine hours the next day to Mainawa, a 
trek which involved forty-four river crossings. 

There is no trail directly from Mainawa to Kwabunaki. We hiked from Mainawa back down to 
Dogura Station and then southeast along the coast to Divari. Because the hike in this direction was 
                                                   
6 A garden house is a small shelter used for resting out of the sun while one is staying in a remote garden. This 
would at least approximate the kind of shelter used by the family on their journey. 
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downhill and the water level in the river had decreased, it took us only seven hours (the last hour being 
the stretch between Dogura and Divari). We slept in Divari with a Kakabai family. The next day we 
hiked up the hills for two and a half hours to Kwabunaki. The return trip from Kwabunaki to Divari took 
one and a half hours. We again stayed overnight with the Kakabai family in Divari and were picked up at 
3:30 a.m. by a dinghy going to Awaiama. From Awaiama we rode a PMV to Alotau. 

The amount of rainfall in the Kakabai area seriously impacts the feasibility and ease of travel. On 
the Kwabunaki side of the range, dry season occurs roughly from August through October. In Boilave 
and Takwatakwai it is dry roughly from June to December, with another short dry period roughly from 
March through April. Weather patterns are reported to be changing, however, and so these months are 
approximate. The area around the coast is quite hot, but up in the mountains where the Mainawa and 
Kakabai villages are located, temperatures can drop below twenty degrees Celsius at night (Knauber 
1990:9). 

1.3 Previous research 

Several linguists have researched characteristics of the Austronesian languages found in the Papuan Tip 
Cluster. Key research describing Kakabai is summarised below according to year. 

1976: Lithgow (1976) classifies the forty Austronesian languages located in Milne Bay Province at 
the time of his research. He includes linguistic data such as wordlist analysis and the examination of 
grammatical patterns. 

1983: Ross (1983:1) attempts “to outline the genetic relationships, external and internal, of the fifty 
or so Austronesian (AN) languages of central and eastern Papua.” His research includes Kakabai and he 
describes the phonological innovations that are common across the groups, as well as those that help to 
distinguish the groups. 

1990: In examining the anthropological background of the Dawawa people, a neighbouring 
language group to the Kakabai, Knauber (1990:15, 100) indicates that the Dawawa view their language 
as having higher prestige than Kakabai. When Kakabai persons marry into the Dawawa area, they are 
expected to learn Dawawa. Conversely, Knauber says, few immigrants to the Kakabai community learn 
the Kakabai language. Later in the report, Knauber lists social and linguistic values in a chart, 
categorising Kakabai as “unimportant” to the Dawawa people. 

1998: Cooper, King, and Taudumdum (1998:12–16) report findings from their 1997 survey trip 
through the Kakabai language area in an unpublished manuscript. The researchers present a 
lexicostatistical analysis of Kakabai comparing the wordlists gathered in each Kakabai village with all the 
other Kakabai villages; they also compare the Kakabai wordlists with wordlists taken from villages in 
neighbouring languages. The researchers find that the highest percentage of apparent cognates is eighty-
five percent, between Kwabunaki and Mainawa. They also summarise their preliminary findings 
regarding the typology, phonology, and structure of Kakabai. 

This 1998 survey manuscript presents the only in-depth look at the dialect situation within the 
Kakabai language area. Cooper, King, and Taudumdum find consensus among the villages that the 
Kwabunaki variety is a slightly different dialect. The survey report is unclear in the wording, but it 
appears that each village reported that the speech variety in Kwabunaki demonstrates phonological 
variations, different intonation styles, and different lexical items. The report also states that the people in 
Boilave identified the speech varieties found in both Kwabunaki and Mainawa as being a different dialect 
from their own, while the people in Kwabunaki said the same thing about Takwatakwai and Boilave. 
This suggests a north/south split between the dialects as reported in Ethnologue (Lewis 2009:616). 

Other findings from the 1998 survey lend support to Knauber’s findings previously described. 
During the survey the people reported that outsiders rarely learn Kakabai. In spite of this low external 
prestige, the survey team found that Kakabai speakers were not ashamed of their language or concerned 
about the lack of status it has with outsiders. 

That low external prestige has few negative effects on overall language maintenance is confirmed by 
reported and observed language use. Kakabai is taught to children as the first language they learn and is 
used in the home domain. The people reported themselves as being highly multilingual, but the survey 
team observed very little code switching. The people use English, Wedau, and Kakabai in church services 
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and reported having specific places for using outside languages. Young children who have not started 
school can use basic English greetings. School-aged children can conduct simple conversations in 
English. 

2005–2006: Kakabai community participants were involved in an Alphabet Design Workshop 
where they wrote an Organised Phonology Description paper outlining basic linguistic details of Kakabai. 
Included in the paper are a phonemic and orthographic inventory, consonant chart, vowel chart, wordlist 
illustrating each phoneme, description of phonological and orthographic conventions, description of 
syllable patterns, description of suprasegmentals, and a sample text. The paper was checked by SIL 
members Martin Knauber and Brad Voltmer and was revised by Erik Svensson in 2006 (Svensson 2012). 
The workshop was part of the first VITAL module. 

1.4 Language name and classification 

According to Ethnologue, Kakabai is classified as an Austronesian language. The full Ethnologue 
classification and grouping of Kakabai is depicted in figure 1. Dawawa is the only other language 
classified as part of the Kakabai subgroup. 

 

Austronesian 

Malayo-
Polynesian 

Oceanic 

Western Oceanic 

Papuan Tip 

Nuclear 

North Papuan 
Mainland-

D'Estrecasteaux 

Kakabai (2) 

Kakabai [kqf] Dawawa [dww] 

Figure 1. Language classification of Kakabai. 
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Lithgow (1976:446) groups Kakabai, along with all the other Austronesian languages of Milne Bay 
Province, into the “Papuan Tip Cluster.” He bases his classification on personal research and data 
collection, as well as on external sources that provided some of the wordlists and grammar data for the 
Austronesian Milne Bay languages he examined. Within the Papuan Tip Cluster, Lithgow groups the 
Kakabai language into the Kakabai family with Dawawa, similar to the current Ethnologue classification. 
Ross (1983:2) classifies the higher level groups differently from Ethnologue and Lithgow, but in the end, 
he also groups Kakabai and Dawawa together into a Pre-Kakabai group. Thus, there is consensus that 
Dawawa is the language that is most closely related to Kakabai. 

Table 2 shows the varying lists of villages previous researchers have identified as falling within the 
Kakabai language area, along with any dialect distinctions made by these researchers. 

Table 2. Kakabai dialects and villages based on previous research 

Source Dialects Villages Further details 

Dutton, 1971 Igora Kwabunaki, Mainaua, 
Gavi, Tanupota, Kubaua 

Dutton does not distinguish 
between the dialects of 
Kakabai/Igora. 

Lithgow D. R., 1976 
Kakabai Kwabunaki, Mainawa, 

Gavi 
In his comprehensive list of 
Kakabai villages, Lithgow 
includes “Pova,” which, 
according to Knauber 
(1990:7), is a Dawawa village. 

Igora Kwaiowa  

Cooper, King, and 
Taudumdum, 1998 

Kakabai Kwabunaki, Mainawa, 
Takwatakwai, Boilave 

Igola was the name of a 
regional area and dialect, but 
both are no longer 
remembered. Igola Used to be spoken at 

Kwaioa 

Lewis, 2009 
North Kakabai 

 

There is no village listing or 
in-depth explanation of where 
the dialect distinctions came 
from. South Kakabai 

Karla Watt, personal 
communication, 2012 Kakabai Kwabunaki, Maiwa, 

Takwatakwai, Boilave 

Watt believes there may be 
two or three dialects of 
Kakabai. 

 

As evidenced in the table, the Kakabai language does not have a historically consistent nomenclature. In 
early research it is referred to solely as Igora. As more work was completed, researchers began referring 
to two dialects: Igora and Kakabai. By the time Cooper, King, and Taudumdum (1998:1) completed their 
research in the late nineties, they found that few people actually knew the term Igola. Those who did 
remember the term identified it as an area name that used to have a regional dialect attached to it. At 
some point the dialects were differentiated into North Kakabai and South Kakabai and were reported as 
such to Ethnologue. This development is not well documented. Our own discussion of Kakabai dialect 
names may be found in appendix A. 

1.5 Population 

The four census points in the Kakabai language area total a population of 1011, based on the 2000 
national population census (National Statistical Office 2002a). Ethnologue reports that the population in 
2003 was 900, but there is no information on the source of that estimate. Table 3 lists the population of 
each census point as found by the census workers in 2000, and what the projected populations are for 
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2012. The projected populations are calculated based on the 2.5 percent annual growth rate assigned to 
Milne Bay Province by the 2000 national population census (National Statistical Office 2002b:9).7 

Table 3. Population figures 

Census point 2000 national 
population census  

Projected 2012 
population 

Kwabunaki 189 254 
Mainawa 235 316 
Takwatakwai 125 168 
Boilave 462 621 
Total 1011 1359 

 

During this 2012 survey we did not attempt to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated population 
figures. Doing so was not a goal of the survey and would have been difficult because residences in the 
four main villages are widely spread out. 

2 Purpose, goals, and methodology 

2.1 Survey purpose and goals 

The purpose of this assessment was to clarify community reports that Kakabai literacy materials 
produced at VITAL in the Takwatakwai variety are difficult for some Kakabai speakers to use. This leads 
to two goals as follows: 

1. Clarify who in the Kakabai community requests that literacy materials be produced in a variety 
other than the Takwatakwai variety. 

2. Determine whether literacy materials are difficult to use because of attitudes, linguistic 
differences, orthographic differences, poor literacy skills, or some combination of these factors 
(noting in particular any differences between children and adults). 

VITAL staff on the trip took advantage of the trip to do some additional research related to VITAL 
strategy, the goal and tools of which will not be discussed in this report. 

2.2 Tools and sampling 

The team collected data in each of the four main Kakabai villages: Boilave, Takwatakwai, Mainawa, and 
Kwabunaki. These villages are the only ones in the language area that were recorded as census points 
during the 2000 government census (National Statistical Office 2002a). Aside from these four, there are 
small hamlets associated with the main villages. Members of the Kakabai community advised us that 
visiting the four main villages would be sufficient. However, we did end up collecting a small amount of 
data in the Boilave hamlet of Gaugadi as logistical factors required us to spend two nights there. Five 
tools, each described and critiqued below, were used to accomplish the goals of the survey. Table 4 
indicates the time we spent and tools we administered in each village. 

                                                   
7 “All growth rates should be used with caution due to changes in how censuses have been conducted since 1980” 
(National Statistical Office 2002b:9). 
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Table 4. Summary of tools used in each village 

 

During the application of each tool, one surveyor facilitated the tool, one recorded data, and one 
recorded observations. Forms used for all these roles are included in appendices C–F. For every tool in 
every village, we asked a resident to translate our instructions into the vernacular. We did this to ensure 
that anyone who was not fluent in English would still be included in the discussion. 

2.2.1 Community connection tool 

The community connection tool (see appendices C.1 and C.2) is based on a participatory tool designed 
and used by the SIL-PNG survey team in 2011 (Carter, Carter, Grummitt, MacKenzie, and Masters, 
2011:13–15). The tool provided a visual summary of the social connections linking Kakabai villages with 
each other and with the Wedau and Suau communities. Each social connection between a pair of villages 
was written on a square of banana leaf and placed on a string linking those villages. Once the 
connections between all the village pairs had been labelled, the villages were ranked according to 
importance. Then, coloured chips were placed on the banana leaf labels to mark which connections give 
men, women, or children opportunity to hear Wedau, Suau, or other Kakabai varieties spoken. We 
expected this tool to give us an indication of whether or not pursuit of prestige or other attitudes might 
be contributing to reports that some Kakabai speakers can’t use materials produced in the Takwatakwai 
variety. We also expected the data to indicate whether some social groups have limited opportunity to 
acquire intelligibility of the Takwatakwai variety. 
 

 
Figure 2. Community connection tool in Mainawa. 

 Gaugadi Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Time spent 1 afternoon, 2 
overnights 24 hours 1 day, 2 

overnights 
1.5 days, 2 
overnights 24 hours 

Community 
connection  yes yes yes yes 

Dialect mapping  yes yes yes yes 
Wheel of vitality  yes    

Literacy materials children and 
adults 

children 
and adults adults  children 

Informal 
interviews yes yes yes yes yes 

Wordlist  yes yes yes yes 
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The community connection tool was administered once in each of the four main villages. 
Participation was open to any community member who wanted to join. This resulted in a range of 
roughly sixteen to fifty participants in each village, including both genders and various age categories. 

The community connection tool seemed to help people feel comfortable contributing to discussion. 
At the start of the tool application, discussion was usually restricted to a few outspoken individuals, 
often local leaders. By the middle of the tool application in each case, input was coming from all age and 
gender categories, and there were often many people talking at the same time. The visual nature of the 
tool enabled a large group to participate; community members could see and understand what was being 
asked of them, and much discussion happened in the vernacular. The vernacular was sometimes used 
instead of English for writing names of connections. This tool set a precedent for everyone in the group 
to participate in the tools that followed it. 

The step in which volunteers write the names of connections on banana leaves and place them on 
the ground is time consuming, but it reveals highly useful information. The following step, that of 
ranking villages in order of importance, takes little time and is also revealing. Discussion at this step 
always occurred in Kakabai, and we asked for a summary of the discussion afterward. The final step, 
geared at marking connections that give men, women, or children a chance to develop acquired 
intelligibility with other Kakabai varieties, proved to be difficult and time consuming. For many 
connections, deciding whether men, women, or children were involved required much thought and 
discussion. The key difficulty everywhere was in conveying our desire to only mark connections which 
gave people the opportunity to talk with each other. Often, abstract connections such as shared language 
and shared history were marked. Because of the difficulties encountered at this step, we made 
adjustments in the middle two villages surveyed. In Takwatakwai we asked the participant group to 
break into small groups so that each small group could place the chips for one village. We hoped this 
would allow simultaneous discussion of each village pair’s connections and reduce the time required to 
complete the step. This did not work; the small groups took turns placing chips so that everyone could 
have input or because some groups did not understand the task. Thus, we did not try this again after 
Takwatakwai. The second change we made in Takwatakwai was to key and place chips for only one 
social group at a time. This did seem to reduce the time required. 

In Mainawa we tried two additional changes. The first was to only key and place chips for the 
“children” group. By this point, we had become convinced that young children are the only ones who 
have significant trouble understanding Kakabai varieties other than their own. Thus, we felt it was 
sufficient to focus on opportunities for children to gain acquired intelligibility. This greatly reduced the 
time required for the step. Second, before the placement of the chips, we asked the participants to 
remove the banana leaves for connections that did not involve people meeting together and conversing. 
We hoped this would reduce the time required. It did not simplify the problematic concept, though, so 
the discussion required to remove leaves actually resulted in increased time. We did not try this again in 
Kwabunaki. 

One way we changed the tool from its original design (Carter et al. 2011) was to provide a specific 
set of village names at the beginning. We knew that the Kakabai villages could probably name 
connections with villages other than these, but learning about them would not have been directly 
relevant to the goals of this survey. By narrowing the focus to the villages we were specifically interested 
in, we greatly reduced the time taken and were therefore able to complete the administration of this tool 
with many other tools in one sitting. 

2.2.2 Dialect mapping tool 

Our dialect mapping tool (see appendices D.1 and D.2) is a variation of the ethnolinguistic groups tool 
adapted for PNG by the SIL-PNG survey team and used on the Watut Valley survey in February 2012 
(Carter, Grummitt, Masters, and Paris 2012). Working through the tool enabled villages to visually 
represent the different varieties they perceive within their language. Participants in each village were 
asked to write on separate labels the name of their language and the names of all the villages where that 
language is spoken. They then grouped together villages which they consider to speak the same type of 
that language. Once those groupings were identified, they regrouped the villages based on who speaks 
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exactly like them, who speaks differently but with ease of understanding, and who speaks so differently 
that understanding is hindered. 

Villages’ decisions about groupings were likely influenced by sociological factors as well as purely 
linguistic distinctions, but singling out each factor was beyond the scope of this tool. The tool provided a 
useful context for interpreting results of the lexicostatistical analysis and understanding data reported 
during interviews, particularly regarding attitudes towards the materials currently being produced at 
VITAL. It also provided an opportunity for villages to discuss the attitudes they hold towards different 
Kakabai varieties. 
 

 
Figure 3. Dialect mapping tool in Takwatakwai. 

The dialect mapping tool was completed once in each main village directly following the 
community connection tool. Again, there were roughly sixteen to fifty participants in each village. In 
some villages this tool inspired even more participation than the community connection tool. Discussion 
was entirely in the vernacular. The initial steps are to name the language and name all the villages 
where the language is spoken, and write all of these names on cards. This part of the tool inspired 
particularly rich discussion in all the villages. The next part of the tool involves placing the name cards 
of all villages that speak exactly the same as the home village in a circle of green string. All the villages 
that speak differently but can be easily understood by the home village are placed in a circle of yellow 
string. Finally, all the villages whose speech is difficult for the home village to understand are placed in a 
circle of red string. 

The steps of placing green, yellow, and red strings proved difficult to explain. Part of the confusion, 
as we discovered in Boilave, was due to the fact that no village’s speech was difficult to understand (red 
string). We adjusted the tool in the other three villages by starting this section with asking if the speech 
from any village was difficult to understand. When the answer “no” was given, we clarified that the 
speech from all the villages was easy to understand. There was always agreement with this, so we asked 
the volunteers to make a circle with the yellow string around all the villages. Then, we asked the 
volunteers to make a circle with the green string to the side and move their home village’s name inside 
it. We asked the volunteers to move any villages whose speech was exactly the same as theirs into the 
green circle. This seemed to be easier to understand than the original process. Overall, the tool was 
highly beneficial for what it revealed and for its ability to inspire discussion. 

2.2.3 Wheel of vitality 

The wheel of vitality tool (see appendices E.1 and E.2) was designed and used by the 2012 SIL-PNG 
survey team to assess the vitality of languages in East New Britain Province, Papua New Guinea 
(Grummitt 2012). We used a modified version to provide a visual depiction of which languages are used 
for conversation between different age and gender groups in a Kakabai village. We intended to employ 
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this tool in Boilave and Kwabunaki because we had heard reports that Boilave villagers mix Kakabai 
with Suau, and Kwabunaki villagers mix Kakabai with Wedau. These reports led us to wonder whether 
language shift might be taking place in these two villages, causing residents to have difficulty 
understanding the Kakabai literacy materials. 

When the Boilave villagers worked through the tool, however, they said only a few Boilave people 
speak Suau and these are all adults. Children, they said, cannot understand Suau, let alone speak it. 
Because we used the four most commonly spoken languages throughout the application of the tool, Suau 
was not included and the tool did not provide additional useful information. When we reached 
Kwabunaki, we heard that nobody in that village was asking for alternate-variety materials, and we 
decided there was no reason to work through the wheel of vitality in Kwabunaki. 
 

 
Figure 4. Wheel of vitality in Boilave. 

In Boilave the tool was administered directly after the dialect mapping tool with the same group of 
participants. Although the Boilave participants seemed to understand the steps of this tool, there was 
much less participation than there was during the previous two tools. This may have been due to the 
answers being obvious; Kakabai was reportedly being used fluently by all major sectors of Boilave 
society, so the steps of the tool seemed redundant. It appears that language shift is not taking place in 
Boilave, and this means the tool did not reveal novel information useful to the goals of the survey. 

2.2.4 Informal teacher interviews 

In each of the four main villages we held informal interviews with teachers to further discover their 
views on how the Kakabai literacy materials have or have not been useful in the schools. There were 
four teachers interviewed in Boilave, one in Takwatakwai, two in Mainawa, and one in Kwabunaki. 
These interviews overall supported comments given during the large group session in each village. 

2.2.5 Wordlists 

Wordlists were recorded in each village, providing a sampling of data that could be compared to 
discover linguistic differences between the village varieties. Janell Masters recorded all of the lists to 
foster transcription consistency. The wordlist in Boilave was supplied by a middle-aged man whose 
parents are both originally from Boilave. There were three informants in Takwatakwai, all of whose 
parents were originally from Takwatakwai. There were three informants in Mainawa. All of their parents 
were from Mainawa except for one informant, whose father was from Pova, a Wedau village (see map 3). 
In Kwabunaki there were four informants, and all of their parents were originally from Kwabunaki. We 
have no reason to question the reliability of any of the wordlists recorded. 
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The wordlist consisted of 120 items, a subset of the standard 170-item SIL-PNG wordlist.8 This 
reduced list left out items which, in the Papua New Guinean context, are often excluded from final 
analysis by the researcher. There are various reasons for these items typically being problematic. For 
example, some items often are doublets, some typically do not have a vernacular equivalent, and some 
typically involve a phrase rather than an isolable root. By excluding these items from elicitation, we 
greatly reduced the number of exclusions in our final analysis. We also felt that the informants would be 
less fatigued, an important consideration during a survey in which many intellectually challenging tools 
were employed. For these reasons, we recommend the use of such a shorter list in the future. 

2.2.6 Literacy materials 

Our final tool was the trial use of some Kakabai literacy materials with children and adults. We wanted 
to observe the level of difficulty experienced in reading the materials, and try to discern whether 
linguistic differences were causing some to be unable to read. 
 

 
Figure 5. Testing literacy materials in Gaugadi. 

Unfortunately, time constraints during the survey, lack of experience on the part of the survey team 
with this type of tool, and lack of time to prepare the tool prior to the survey meant that we were not 
able to collect meaningful data. 

2.2.7 Summary 

All of the tools informed the two goals of the assessment. This tool set (along with the side research 
undertaken by VITAL staff, mentioned in section 2.1) was just manageable in the time we allotted for 
each village. The set of tools required such deep thinking and reflection and so much participation from 
the villages that adding other tools would have been difficult. This set has provided sufficient data to 
meet the goals of the assessment. 

                                                   
8 Due to oversight on the part of the elicitor, an extra item, number 15 ‘foot’, was recorded consistently for all 
varieties, bringing the actual total to 121. 
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3 Requests for Kakabai materials in an alternate variety 

3.1 Who requests alternate-variety materials 

Our first survey goal was to clarify who in the Kakabai language area requests that literacy materials be 
produced in a variety other than Takwatakwai. There was consensus that this request comes from the 
elementary school teachers in Boilave (and it was reiterated by other Boilave residents). In Boilave the 
suggestion was offered to have “big books in the Boilave dialect phonics.” “Phonics” was later clarified 
to mean regular sound changes and different words which occur in the Boilave variety. Another 
comment shared was, “Materials are not so much in use in Boilave because the language is a bit 
different.” In Takwatakwai a woman indicated that only the Boilave elementary teachers are saying 
literacy materials in the Takwatakwai variety are insufficient. No one in Mainawa or Kwabunaki 
requested literacy materials in an alternate variety. Thus, we are confident that the report does indeed 
come from the unique situation of the Boilave elementary teachers. 

3.2 Why alternate-variety materials are requested 

The second goal of the survey was to determine why Takwatakwai-variety materials might be difficult to 
use. We thought the potential contributing factors could be attitudes, linguistic differences, orthographic 
differences, and poor literacy skills. These potential factors will be discussed in the following 
subsections. 

3.2.1 Attitudes 

Wanting to maintain social distance, increase prestige, or avoid working with other villages are all 
attitudes which could contribute to requests for alternate-variety materials, but we found no evidence of 
any such attitudes. The results of the community connection tool indicate a high degree of social 
solidarity and shared identity among the four main Kakabai villages. Specifically, three connections were 
mentioned mutually between all the villages: clan, marriage, and checking the translation of Kakabai 
materials. In regard to the latter connection, Mainawa residents explained that the VITAL project has had 
a unifying influence among the Kakabai villages, overriding issues such as land disputes among those 
villages. This impact on unity was also mentioned in Takwatakwai. 

Two related connections, language and meetings, were almost universally mentioned. Mainawa did 
not report having meetings with Takwatakwai (though Takwatakwai reported having meetings with 
Mainawa) and Takwatakwai did not report sharing language with Kwabunaki (though Kwabunaki 
reported sharing language with Takwatakwai). It seems likely that the two omissions reflect simple 
oversight. 

Three other frequently mentioned connections were culture, land, and church/denomination. Again, 
it seems likely that any omissions reflect oversight rather than intent. 

Kwabunaki mentioned being connected with Mainawa and Boilave through friendship. It is 
presumably oversight that this connection wasn’t mentioned also with Takwatakwai. This choice of 
descriptor—friendship—emotes the atmosphere of the discussion in all the villages. There was no body 
language, statement, or omission of connection that led us to believe there might be tension between any 
two of the Kakabai villages. 

During the step of ranking villages according to importance, we learned that geographic proximity 
is a key factor in determining level of importance because it comes with a greater number of social 
connections. In Takwatakwai, for example, participants discussed at great length whether Boilave or 
Mainawa was their number one connection. They chose Boilave in the end because Boilave is closer 
geographically, which enables more relationship. Access to services is another key factor, and it led the 
Kwabunaki participants to rank Wedau as their number one connection. 

Aside from social attitudes, we hoped discussion elicited by the dialect mapping tool would reveal 
any negative attitudes that might exist towards using the Takwatakwai variety for development. In fact, 
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discussion revealed that there are positive rather than negative attitudes towards this variety. In Boilave 
residents said that the “mountain people” speak real or pure Kakabai. This was understood to refer to the 
Takwatakwai residents. Leaders in Mainawa indicated the Takwatakwai variety is considered the pure or 
real one. Historically, the Kakabai community claim to have spread out from a village that used to be 
located near the present-day Takwatakwai. Therefore, they believe the Takwatakwai variety is closest to 
the Kakabai spoken by their ancestors. One community member expressed thankfulness that 
Takwatakwai-variety materials are helping to standardise the language according to the purest form. 

We have no evidence that negative attitudes contribute to reports that Kakabai materials are 
difficult to use. There seems to be a feeling of camaraderie among the Kakabai village communities, 
particularly where language development is concerned. The villages are supportive of development 
taking place in the Takwatakwai variety. 

3.2.2 Linguistic differences 

We suspected that linguistic differences either partly or wholly led to requests for alternate materials, 
and wanted to investigate this more deeply. We asked about the nature of linguistic differences, 
opportunities for acquired intelligibility across varieties, and the potential impact of language mixing on 
comprehension. 

Nature of linguistic differences 

In Boilave the group provided several examples that suggest regular sound changes occur between their 
variety and others. One example reported is [k] used in the other three varieties but it is omitted in 
Boilave. An example of this is [kunato], as said in Kwabunaki, vs. [unato], as said in Boilave. Another 
regular correspondence reported is [ɣ] used in place of [j], such as in the term [daɣasi] vs. [dajasi]. For 
this example, the translation was not provided for us, but it is very similar to the terms we elicited for 
item 40 ‘dog’ while recording wordlists (see table 5). The terms we elicited for ‘dog’ do not show exactly 
the same sound changes reported; however, it is possible that the transcriber erroneously heard [ɣ] as 
[h]. Also, it would be possible to represent the [j] sound as [i] intervocalically. 

Table 5. Item 40 ‘dog’ 

 Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Transcription daiasi daiasi dahasi dahasi 
 

In addition to regular sound changes, the group in Boilave reported there are different words used 
in Boilave as compared to other Kakabai villages. One example reported is coconut: [aiefa] vs. [iausi]. 
When asked whether there are just a few words that are different or many, the group said there are 
many. 

The Kakabai Translation Committee member who immigrated from Mainawa to Boilave reported 
that these differences—alternate words and regular sound changes—caused him confusion when he first 
moved. He and the rest of the group agreed that middle-aged people learn these differences and are no 
longer confused. Young children, however, only know the Boilave words and sounds. Many of the 
literacy materials produced at VITAL target young children, and Boilave elementary school teachers find 
these different words and sounds to be a barrier to children learning to read. 

Discussion during the administration of the dialect mapping tool in Takwatakwai drew the same 
conclusions about the nature of the linguistic differences: participants reported between the Boilave and 
Takwatakwai varieties, there are some regular sound changes and also many different words. In 
Kwabunaki participants reported that children aged seven to ten years have learned the alternative 
words and pronunciations that exist in the Kakabai language. All the villages agree that young children 
have not yet learned them. Kwabunaki residents added that children are probably not confused by words 
with regular sound changes, but only by words that are completely different. 
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Opportunities for acquired intelligibility 

Because of the reports given about linguistic differences between the Kakabai villages, we conclude that 
a degree of acquired intelligibility is required for members of Kakabai society to clearly understand one 
another’s speech varieties. With this in mind, we wanted to discover through the community connection 
tool whether some villages are more isolated than others from Takwatakwai, and are therefore 
marginalised in their abilities to acquire intelligibility of this variety. 

Kwabunaki residents are probably the most isolated from Takwatakwai. They ranked Takwatakwai 
as number three in terms of importance, and aside from marriage and VITAL work, they appear to have 
little opportunity to interact with people from Takwatakwai. This report is mutual; Takwatakwai rank 
Kwabunaki as number three and reported their connections almost identically. 

Our investigation lends support to the use of the Takwatakwai variety for development. Boilave 
residents consider Takwatakwai as their number one connection, and this reflects more varied types of 
social connections than they have with the other Kakabai villages. It seems beneficial that Boilave’s 
strongest ties are with the village whose variety has been chosen for translation. Mainawa residents also 
rank Takwatakwai as their number one connection and have more connections listed with Takwatakwai 
than with Kwabunaki. This could be due to oversight as it makes sense that some of the extra 
connections would be shared with Kwabunaki as well. In terms of giving maximum opportunity for 
acquired intelligibility, though, it seems that Takwatakwai is the best variety for language development. 

We were also interested in hearing how much opportunity men, women, and children separately 
have for contact with the Takwatakwai variety. Later we decided to focus only on children, after hearing 
reports that young children have not yet learned the alternate words and sounds in Kakabai, whereas 
adults have. 

In Boilave it was reported that children have contact with Takwatakwai residents at the Boilave aid 
post, where Takwatakwai and Boilave residents come for medical services. Also, there is opportunity for 
these groups to mix during joint sporting events, funerals, markets, and perhaps most significantly, at 
school (Takwatakwai children attend school in Boilave). 

In Mainawa it was reported that children have contact with Takwatakwai residents through church 
activities, sporting events, school, feasts, and language-related meetings or events such as those which 
are part of VITAL. 

In Kwabunaki participants did not mark any of the connections between Kwabunaki and 
Takwatakwai as opportunities for children to come into contact with Takwatakwai residents. Thus, it 
would seem that children in Kwabunaki may actually be at the greatest disadvantage in acquiring 
intelligibility with that variety. However, such difficulty was never reported in Kwabunaki, nor was it 
reported by the Kakabai literacy worker who is from Kwabunaki. 

The impact of language mixing 

A final area of investigation regarding linguistic differences is the potential mixing of Kakabai with other 
languages. Just days prior to the survey, it was reported to the survey team that Boilave residents mix 
Kakabai with Suau and that Kwabunaki residents mix Kakabai with Wedau. During the survey 
Kwabunaki residents reported that a mix of Kakabai and Suau is spoken in Boilave and Kaume. In 
Boilave, throughout the community connection tool, residents reported that children come into contact 
with Suau speakers at sporting events, at the high school, and at the Padipadi market, where many 
language groups meet. However, during the application of the wheel of vitality tool, Boilave residents 
reported that few Boilave adults are able to speak or even understand Suau, and children are not able to 
understand Suau. Therefore, we conclude that mixing with Suau is not a barrier to understanding 
Kakabai materials. 

In Kwabunaki we found that residents have strong social ties with Wedau-speaking villages. 
Kwabunaki children come into contact with Wedau speakers through school, church activities, festivals, 
fishing, use of services (such as health care), meetings, sporting events, market, and public 
transportation. Kwabunaki villagers rated Wedau as their number one social connection, explaining that 
Wedau villages are closer than other Kakabai villages and that there are lots of services in the Wedau 
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area. These strong ties with Wedau would seem to provide Kwabunaki residents ample opportunity to 
learn Wedau and mix it with Kakabai. However, there were no reports that Kwabunaki children are 
switching to Wedau or that Kwabunaki residents’ knowledge of Wedau causes them difficulty when 
trying to speak or read Kakabai. One possible reason for this is that children who travel to Wedau might 
stay with Kakabai families. 

We further investigated the mixing issue through the wordlist analysis. As will be discussed in 
section 4.2.3, seventeen wordlist items involved apparently non-cognate terms. We wondered if instances 
where the Boilave or Kwabunaki varieties differed reflected borrowings from Suau and Wedau. We thus 
compared these seventeen items with corresponding items on a Suau wordlist (Lithgow 1987) and two 
Wedau wordlists (King 1997). Of the seventeen, seven items involved terms with high phonetic similarity 
between Kakabai and Suau or Wedau. The terms for these seven items are presented in table 6, with 
Suau and apparently related terms in red and Wedau and apparently related terms in blue. This tiny data 
set shows that Boilave does have more terms that are similar to Suau than the other varieties. However, 
the Boilave term for item 17 ‘shoulder’ is similar to Wedau, whereas the other Kakabai varieties are 
similar to Suau. This is the opposite of what we would expect if Boilave, in particular, is mixing Kakabai 
with Suau. Kwabunaki and Mainawa are tied in the number of terms that are similar to Wedau, and this 
is higher than the number in Takwatakwai or Boilave. However, this limited data set does not provide 
strong support for the claims that Boilave residents mix Kakabai with Suau and that Kwabunaki residents 
mix Kakabai with Wedau. Further research would be needed to investigate this topic. We have no 
grounds to believe, however, that mixing inhibits use of Kakabai print materials. 

Table 6. Lexical similarities with Suau (red) and Wedau (blue) 

 

Conclusions regarding linguistic differences 

In regard to linguistic differences, we conclude that regular sound changes and use of different lexical 
items impede understanding between Kakabai varieties. Acquired intelligibility enables the Kakabai 
people to understand each other’s speech varieties, but this takes time and young children generally 
understand only their own varieties. It seems that Kwabunaki children would be particularly hindered 
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from acquiring intelligibility with the Takwatakwai variety due to a lack of opportunity for contact; 
however, members of the Kwabunaki community do not report that children have trouble using the 
literacy materials the way the Boilave children do. Thus, factors beyond our understanding allow 
Kwabunaki children to learn the Takwatakwai variety more easily than Boilave children do. Lastly, 
mixing with other languages does not seem to hinder understanding in any of the Kakabai villages. 

3.2.3 Orthographic differences 

In Boilave we asked several times whether there are differences in the way letters are written between 
the Kakabai villages. The small group we were interviewing insisted the writing system is the same 
through the whole Kakabai area. Never did we hear a conflicting report. Thus, we have no evidence to 
suggest orthographic differences contribute to difficulty using Kakabai materials. 

3.2.4 Literacy skills 

We wondered whether some Kakabai speakers mistake their difficulties in using print materials to be due 
to linguistic differences, when actually they are due to lack of literacy skills. We have already shown that 
linguistic differences inhibit understanding of spoken Kakabai across varieties, so there is a linguistic 
basis for difficulty. However, we also learned that those requesting alternate materials, the Boilave 
elementary school teachers, are trying to use the materials to help young students acquire literacy skills. 
It is the combined effort of acquiring literacy skills and acquiring knowledge of unfamiliar words and 
pronunciations that causes these students difficulty. 

Throughout our fieldwork, there were consistent reports that lack of literacy skills inhibits use of 
printed Kakabai materials. Since many of the Kakabai materials are designed to help speakers acquire 
these literacy skills, it is the linguistic differences that have generated requests for alternate materials. 
Children who are trying to acquire literacy skills find it challenging to cope with unfamiliar terms 
simultaneously. 

3.3 Conclusions 

Kakabai varieties differ linguistically by regular sound changes and lexically by use of alternate words. 
These differences are great enough to impede comprehension of spoken Kakabai until intelligibility is 
acquired through sufficient exposure. Older children and adults usually have acquired intelligibility. 
Young children usually have not acquired it yet. So then it is not attitudes, language mixing, 
orthographic differences, or poor literacy skills that have led to requests for alternate materials, but 
rather verifiable linguistic differences. 

The only requests for alternate materials come from the elementary school teachers in Boilave. 
These teachers find that the Boilave children have trouble learning alternate Kakabai words at the same 
time that they are acquiring literacy skills. It is because these children are the target audience of the 
materials that the teachers request Boilave-variety materials. Other print materials have a different target 
audience who is already more or less familiar with the Takwatakwai variety. Thus, consideration of the 
production of alternate-variety materials would be limited to the materials aimed at helping young 
children develop literacy skills. 

4 Differentiating Kakabai varieties 

Because linguistic differences are reported between Kakabai varieties, we wanted to understand how 
different each village variety is from the others, and whether Kakabai speakers perceive dialect 
groupings within their language. 
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4.1 Reported variety distinctions 

Our starting point for differentiating Kakabai varieties is villages’ perceptions about linguistic subgroups 
within Kakabai. Figure 6 visually summarises key perceptions reported during the application of the 
dialect mapping tool. 

Blue ovals represent “who speaks the same kind of Kakabai,” the first question asked during the 
tool. The two central villages, Takwatakwai and Mainawa, reported that everyone speaks the same kind 
of Kakabai. The peripheral villages specified three kinds of Kakabai. Boilave differentiated themselves 
from their nearest neighbour, grouping the northern villages. Kwabunaki did the same in reverse, 
grouping the southern villages. 

During the application of the dialect mapping tool, we asked participants to categorise the villages 
in terms of who speaks exactly the same as the home village. This is represented in figure 6 by village 
names in black. Thus, Boilave residents do not group themselves with anyone. Takwatakwai residents 
group themselves with Mainawa, and Mainawa residents group themselves with everyone except 
Boilave. Kwabunaki residents group themselves with Mainawa, which seems contradictory to their initial 
report that a different kind of Kakabai is spoken in Mainawa. 

There are such discrepancies in these perceptions that variety boundaries may not confidently be 
suggested. It is noteworthy that three villages grouped Boilave separately from the rest in terms of who 
speaks exactly the same. It is tempting to suggest, by favouring self-reports, that one variety is spoken in 
Boilave, a second in Takwatakwai, and a third in Mainawa and Kwabunaki. However, Takwatakwai and 
Mainawa mutually reported speaking exactly the same way. Also, Mainawa residents claim to speak the 
same way as Kwabunaki and Takwatakwai residents, but Kwabunaki and Takwatakwai residents say 
they speak differently from each other. From the reported data, there is no way to reconcile these reports 
into a single conclusion about Kakabai variety boundaries. 

4.2 Comparison of wordlists 

Our second source of information about differences in Kakabai varieties comes from the analysis of 
wordlist data. The team elicited wordlists in Boilave, Takwatakwai, Mainawa, and Kwabunaki for a 
cursory analysis of language data. Of the 121 items elicited, thirteen were excluded from the final 

Figure 6. Results of dialect mapping tool. 
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comparison, leaving 108 items to be compared across all four varieties.9 The items excluded are listed in 
table 7. 

Table 7. Items excluded from the analysis 

Item  Rationale 
15  ‘foot’ Doublet with item 22 ‘leg’ 
21  ‘thumb’ Doublet with item 14 ‘hand’ 
32  ‘woman’ Ambiguous term (different words used for young vs. old woman) 
64  ‘hits’ Ambiguous term (different words depending on implement used to hit) 
107 ‘vine’ Ambiguous term (different kinds of vines) 
108 ‘tree’ Doublet with item 97 ‘fire’ 
121 ‘claw’ Doublet with item 14 ‘hand’ or no vernacular term 
126 ‘four’ No vernacular term 
127 ‘five’ No vernacular term 
128 ‘ten’ No vernacular term 
136 ‘knife’ Ambiguous term (confusion in each village on which term to supply) 
154 ‘that’ Ambiguous term (there are multiple ways to say ‘that’) 
159 ‘yes’ Ambiguous term (there are multiple ways to say ‘yes’) 

 

Wordlist data were compared using the analytical software WordSurv Version 7.0 Beta. Three 
separate comparisons were made to address linguistic differences reported by the Kakabai community 
(see section 3.2.2). The first comparison quantifies the number of identical terms between varieties. The 
second describes the type and frequency of regular sound changes. The third gives an impression of the 
number of non-cognate terms between varieties. Methodology and results pertaining to the three 
comparisons are discussed in the following subsections. 

4.2.1 First comparison: percent identical terms 

In our first comparison of wordlist data, we only grouped terms if they were identical. The results of this 
comparison are presented in table 8. 

Table 8. Percent identical terms 

Boilave 
   

75 Takwatakwai 
  

62 81 Mainawa 
 

59 75 91 Kwabunaki 
 

Examination of these figures shows there is a close correlation between geographic proximity and 
linguistic similarity. The nearest villages share the highest percentages of identical terms, except for 
Takwatakwai, which shares a higher percentage with Mainawa than it does with its nearest neighbour, 
Boilave. Overall, Boilave shares the lowest percentage of identical terms with the other varieties and 

                                                   
9 For item 98 ‘smoke’, two synonyms were included in the comparison for the Takwatakwai variety. In Takwatakwai 
the informant said these two terms are both used interchangeably. This is the only synonym included in the 
comparisons. 
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Mainawa and Kwabunaki are the pair which shares the highest percentage. The most incongruous 
varieties, Boilave and Kwabunaki, have differences in a third of the lexical items compared. 

In this comparison, we made some particular methodological decisions. First, we counted the 
phones [l], [r], and [ɾ] identical where they corresponded, as shown in the example in table 9. Both 
during wordlist elicitation and through conversations with locals in all the villages we visited, we 
noticed these phones being alternated in what appeared to be free variation.10 

Table 9. Grouping of item 143 ‘night’ 

 Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Transcription dudubala dudubala dudubaɾa dudubala 

Grouping a a a a 
 

We also disregarded repetition as exemplified in table 10. Explanations given during elicitation 
convinced us that this repetition provides emphasis (e.g. ‘very long’ instead of ‘long’), and we believe 
that disregarding repetition leaves us with the comparable root.11 

Table 10. Grouping of item 76 ‘big’ 

 Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Transcription dididiga didiga didiga didiga 

Grouping a a a a 
 

There are some cases when the transcriptions of the terms are not identical, but the variation could 
easily be due to inconsistency on the part of the transcriber. This includes small differences in vowels, as 
exemplified in table 11.12 It also includes aspirated stops and word-initial or intervocalic [ʔ].13 

Table 11. Grouping of item 103 ‘cloud’ 

 Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Transcription iada eada iada gio 

Grouping a a a c 
 

Lastly, we learned about what seems to be a nominalising adjectival suffix [-na] shared by all four 
varieties. In Kwabunaki, for example, we were told that didiga means ‘big’ and didigina means ‘big one’. 
In Boilave we were told that oatie means ‘short’, as in a ‘short distance’, whereas oatiena means ‘short 
one’, as in a ‘short person’ or a ‘short stick’. In a few cases, such as item 87 ‘old’ in the Takwatakwai 
variety (shown in table 12), only the nominalised form was given. In these cases we stripped off the 
suffix before grouping, believing this left the comparable root. 

                                                   
10 The items showing this correspondence are 17 ‘shoulder’, 45 ‘rat’, 70 ‘run’, 71 ‘fall down’, 100 ‘sun’, 101 ‘moon’, 
105 ‘wind’, 124 ‘two’, and 143 ‘night’. 
11 Repetition was disregarded in items 76 ‘big’, 80 ‘long’, 86 ‘new’, and 149 ‘red’. 
12 Items in which small vowel differences were disregarded were 16 ‘back’, 26 ‘blood’, 39 ‘bird’, 41 ‘pig’, 47 ‘snake’, 
70 ‘run’, 77 ‘small’, 86 ‘new’, 101 ‘moon’, 142 ‘afternoon’, 144 ‘yesterday’, 147 ‘black’, 151 ‘many’, 156 ‘who’, 160 
‘no’, 157 ‘when’, 71 ‘fall down’, 130 ‘sugarcane’, 98 ‘smoke’, 155 ‘what’, 103 ‘cloud’, and 106 ‘water’. 
13 Aspiration was disregarded in items 35 ‘mother’, 79 ‘bad’, and 116 ‘egg’. Word-initial or intervocalic [ʔ] was 
disregarded in items 4 ‘nose’, 25 ‘bone’, and 81 ‘short’. 
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Table 12. Grouping of item 87 ‘old’ 

 Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Transcription beabea uadubona uadubo uadubo 

Grouping a b b b 
 

4.2.2 Regular sound correspondences 

Because the Kakabai community reported regular sound changes occurring between varieties, we 
devoted our second comparison to identifying such patterns. We do not report any percentages for this 
comparison, but specify the types of sound correspondences we see and which items they occur in. 

There are many word-initial and word-medial correspondences between [k] in the Takwatakwai, 
Mainawa, and Kwabunaki varieties and null or [ʔ] in Boilave. As shown in table 13, this type of 
correspondence is found in diverse semantic categories and fourteen out of the 108 items compared 
(roughly thirteen percent). 

Table 13. [k] corresponding to null or [ʔ] 

Item Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Word-initial correspondences of [k] and null 

1    ‘head’ ulu kulu kunu kunu 

22   ‘leg’ ae kae kaɣe kahe 

26   ‘blood’ oasina kuasina kuasina kuasina 

52   ‘lie down’ ena kena kena kenaiovo 

56   ‘eat’ ani kani kani kani 

58   ‘see’ ita kita kita kita 

97   ‘fire’ ai kai kai kai 
132 ‘banana’ isai kisai kisai kisai 

Word-medial correspondences of [k] and [ʔ] 

12   ‘tooth’ moʔa muaka muaka muaka 

46   ‘frog’ soʔu soku soku soku 

66   ‘die’ pʰeʔi peki peki peki 

71   ‘fall down’ beʔu beku kuɾuva kuluvʌ 

93   ‘stone’ gaʔima ɣakima hakima hakima 

145 ‘tomorrow’ boʔina bokina bokina bokina 
 

Presented in table 14 are the many items for which Mainawa and Kwabunaki have intervocalic [h] 
or [ɣ] where Boilave and Takwatakwai do not. 
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Table 14. Intervocalic [h] or [ɣ] corresponding to null or [i] 

Item Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

94   ‘earth’ doa doa doha doha 

40   ‘dog’ daiasi daiasi dahasi dahasi 

160 ‘no’ gea geia geha geha 

114 ‘meat’ madi visiona visiho visiho 

22   ‘leg’ ae kae kaɣe kahe 

144 ‘yesterday’ mao mæu maho maho 
 

Other consonant correspondences are found in the data, as shown in table 15. Many of them involve 
[h] or [ɣ]. Several involve the alveolar consonants [l], [n], and [d]. With such a small data set, we are 
not able to differentiate chance correspondences from regular ones, but these correspondences may 
factor into speakers’ reports about linguistic differences between varieties. 

Table 15. Other consonant correspondences 

Item Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Other word-initial consonant correspondences 

77   ‘small’   eoʔeo ɣæubo hæubo haubo 

93   ‘stone’ gaʔima ɣakima hakima hakima 

141 ‘morning’ holaholala holaholala oɾaoɾaɾa malaboiboi 

122 ‘tail’ iu iu hiu hiju 

125 ‘three’ faiona faiona paiona paiona 

Other word-medial consonant correspondences 

1     ‘head’ ulu kulu kunu kunu 

80   ‘long’ lofalofa lofa lofa lopa 

152 ‘all’ matabudi matabuna matabuna matabuna 

139 ‘house’ vada vada vanua vanua 
 

In regard to vowels, Boilave sometimes has [o] where the other varieties have [u] or [ua]. Examples 
of this correspondence as well as several exceptions are shown in table 16. Inconsistencies in how 
varieties group according to this and other regular sound changes may explain why there were 
discrepancies in reports about variety groupings within Kakabai. 
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Table 16. [o] corresponding to [u] or [ua] 

Item Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

26   ‘blood’ oasina kuasina kuasina kuasina 

41   ‘pig’ boaua buaua buaua buaua 

47   ‘snake’ moata muata muata muata 

81   ‘short’ oatie oatiʔe uatie uatihe 

7     ‘belly’ boga buaga buaga buaga 

12   ‘tooth’ moʔa muaka muaka muaka 

151 ‘many’ uapouapa uapauapa uapauapa uapauapa 

51   ‘stand’ muaito muaito moito moito 

39   ‘bird’ moanua muanua muanua muanua 

4.2.3 Percent apparent non-cognates 

Groupings for our third comparison were made based on apparent cognates. From the resultant 
percentages, we extrapolated the percentages of apparent non-cognates. For this comparison, terms were 
grouped if it was apparent that they likely derived from a common root. This kind of analysis would best 
be done with a much greater body of data by a person who is much more familiar with the Kakabai 
language. We hope, however, that our cursory evaluation will serve to illustrate what community 
members reported: namely, that synonymous but entirely different-sounding words are used between 
villages. It is not our purpose to establish historical relatedness, as we have no reason to doubt that the 
Kakabai varieties are all very closely related. Our purpose is rather to gain an idea of how many terms 
are grossly different between each pair of varieties. 

Our basis for grouping terms as apparent cognates is readily apparent phonetic similarity and/or 
presence of regular correspondence patterns. Because the latter has just been described, we will only 
clarify here what we mean by “readily apparent phonetic similarity.” The easiest way to do this is to 
provide an example. Consider item 152 ‘all’ in table 17. The ending [-di] in Boilave is quite different 
from the ending [-na] in the other varieties. However, the rest of the form is so similar that it seems 
more likely that all four forms derived from a common root than that the Boilave form comes from an 
entirely different but similar-sounding root. 

Table 17. Grouping of item 152 ‘all’ 

 Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Transcription matabudi matabuna matabuna matabuna 

Grouping a a a a 
 

The one item which leaves us in serious doubt regarding possible cognacy is 77 ‘small’ (shown in 
table 18). The Boilave form is so different from the other three forms that we question whether it is 
derived from the same earlier form. In our doubt, we have chosen to group the Boilave form separately 
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from the other three for this item. Of the 108 items compared, seventeen involved one or more apparent 
non-cognates (roughly sixteen percent).14 

Table 18. Grouping of item 77 ‘small’ 

 Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

Transcription eoʔeo ɣæubo hæubo haubo 

Grouping a b b b 
 

Table 19 shows the percentage of apparent non-cognate words between each pair of varieties. 
Between Boilave and Kwabunaki, in our limited data set, sixteen percent of the terms are apparently 
derived from different roots. The table also shows that there are slightly more apparent non-cognates 
between Kwabunaki and Takwatakwai than there are between Boilave and Takwatakwai. 

Table 19. Percent apparent non-cognates 

Boilave 
   

7 Takwatakwai 
  

13 6 Mainawa 
 

16 9 4 Kwabunaki 
 

Analysis of the apparent non-cognates helps us to see why reported linguistic differences do not 
neatly differentiate the Kakabai varieties. Figure 7 shows which varieties group together for the 
seventeen items with apparent non-cognates. 

 
Figure 7. Variety groupings for items with apparent non-cognates. 

If, say, Boilave always grouped with Takwatakwai and Mainawa always grouped with Kwabunaki, 
one might propose that the first pair constitute one dialect and the second pair a second dialect. As 
illustrated in figure 7, though, no variety consistently groups the same way. This suggests that there are 

                                                   
14 The items with apparent non-cognates are 8 ‘skin’, 9 ‘knee’, 17 ‘shoulder’, 25 ‘bone’, 45 ‘rat’, 48 ‘fish’, 71 ‘fall 
down’, 79 ‘bad’, 87 ‘old’, 77 ‘small’, 95 ‘sand’, 103 ‘cloud’, 98 ‘smoke’, 114 ‘meat’, 123 ‘one’, 141 ‘morning’, and 156 
‘who’. 
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no clear dialect boundaries within the Kakabai language. However, geographic proximity does seem to 
have an effect on similarity. For example, Boilave never groups with Mainawa unless it also groups with 
Takwatakwai according to figure 7. 

4.3 Conclusions 

Kakabai villages reported that pronunciation differences and the use of different words separate one 
village variety from the next. Our brief wordlist analysis illustrates this. If these are indeed the only two 
factors which differ from village to village, we see no grounds to propose dialect boundaries subdividing 
the Kakabai language. Drawing such boundaries would require the differences between varieties to fall 
neatly into regular patterns, but this cursory analysis suggests this is not the case. Certainly, drawing 
dialect boundaries would require much further study and analytical decisions about which differences to 
emphasise. The current analysis does suggest, however, that the Takwatakwai variety is the best choice 
for language development. Boilave, the variety which differs the most in terms of linguistic differences, 
is closer to Takwatakwai than it is to the Mainawa or Kwabunaki varieties. Takwatakwai’s central 
location in the language area likely contributes to its “middle ground” position linguistically among the 
other varieties. Also, as mentioned in section 3.2.2, Boilave children have opportunity to be exposed to 
the Takwatakwai variety in school, if not before then. 

5 Overall conclusions 

The first goal of the survey was met in clarifying that the Boilave elementary teachers (supported by 
fellow villagers) are the ones requesting alternate-variety materials. The second goal of the survey was 
met in showing that Takwatakwai-variety materials are difficult to use because of linguistic differences 
and not because of attitudes, orthographic differences, or poor literacy skills. Linguistic differences 
consist of regular sound changes and alternate lexical items. While adults and older children have 
become familiar with all the Takwatakwai varieties, young children, the target audience of many literacy 
materials, only know their own variety. We have thus shown that there is a linguistic foundation for the 
reports from teachers in Boilave that their students struggle with learning to read in the standard variety. 
This said, our cursory analysis of the linguistic differences does not show the problem to be as great as 
expected. It is desirable that a single body of literature be used for all the Kakabai varieties, not only 
because it means less development effort but primarily because it is helpful for the people involved. 
Kakabai community members have indicated they value the development of the Takwatakwai variety as 
a standard and appreciate the unity they experience from shared language development. We also recall 
that Takwatakwai children attend school in Boilave. Thus, we recommend that all Kakabai schools use 
standard-variety literacy materials. If desired, the Boilave teachers could develop initial primers in the 
Boilave variety to help the children learn to read as well as bridging material to transition them to the 
standard. 
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Appendix A: Other information about Kakabai varieties 

The dialect mapping tool elicited discussion about dialect names and hamlets that may prove useful for 
reference. In Boilave residents identified a dialect of Kakabai called Putoputo, which they said included 
Boilave, Kaume, Kwaiowa, and Tubaisu (where Kakabai is mixed with another language). They said a 
second dialect, Igola, is spoken in Takwatakwai and Kapurika (where Kakabai is mixed with Haigwai). A 
third dialect, of which they did not know the name, is spoken, they said, in Mainawa, Tauwaga, Sidei, 
Davudavu, and Kwabunaki. Boilave residents said that in Boilave the real Kakabai is fading; only the 
older people speak it. Younger people speak the Putoputo variety. (One elderly man disagreed with this, 
saying it is the Putoputo dialect that is fading.) The difference between the older Kakabai and Putoputo 
is a matter of pronunciation. When asked whether this change in the language affects people’s ability to 
use Kakabai print materials, the people said no. 

In Takwatakwai several Kakabai dialect names were mentioned. Putoputo was one of them, and 
residents said Putoputo is spoken in Boilave and Kaume. Next, they said a dialect similar to Putoputo 
called Gavi used to be spoken by people living in the mountains around current-day Mainawa (and based 
in a village called Gavi, which is no longer in existence). In the 1970s Gavi speakers moved to 
Takwatakwai, and nobody in Takwatakwai speaks the Gavi variety now. The people seemed to give 
conflicting reports about Gavi, saying nobody speaks it now but also saying the variety currently spoken 
in Mainawa is the same as Gavi. 

Takwatakwai residents mentioned that Igola was a dialect spoken before in a place called Boboga, 
but the people dispersed and only one man currently alive speaks the Igola dialect. He is living in 
Kapurika, which is a mixed Kakabai and Haigwai village. Boboga was located to the north of the current-
day Takwatakwai. The dialect currently spoken by elders in Takwatakwai is Olohi. 

Kwabunaki residents clarified that Kapurika has a mix of Kakabai, Garuasi, Tawala, and Suau. They 
also said that a Kakabai dialect called Baka used to be spoken in the north (including at least one 
current-day Wedau village and Kwabunaki) but it is no longer spoken. Another Kakabai dialect that is no 
longer spoken is Dagamadiya, and it used to be spoken in Kwabunaki. Kwabunaki residents said in the 
end that there are currently two Kakabai dialects in use, neither one named. The first is spoken in 
Kapurika, Kaume, Takwatakwai, and Boilave, and the second is spoken in Mainawa, Kwabunaki, and the 
hamlets associated with these two villages. 

Appendix B: Wordlists 

The following pages contain the wordlist data collected during the survey. All 170 items on the standard 
SIL-PNG list are included, but only a select 120 were elicited and recorded (plus item 15 ‘foot’, due to 
oversight). 
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Item Gloss Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

1 head ulu kulu kunu kunu 

2 hair daba daba daba daba 

3 mouth mudu mudu mudu mudu 

4 nose ʔisu isu isu isu 

5 eye mata mata mata mata 

6 neck gado gado gado gado 

7 belly boga buaga buaga buaga 

8 skin bunu bunu kuapi kuapi 

9 knee dabaʔai tuapeka tuapeka tuapeka 

10 ear bea bea bea bea 

11 tongue mena mena mena mena 

12 tooth moʔa muaka muaka muaka 

13 breast susu susu susu susu 

14 hand nimataba nimataba nimataba nimataba 

15 foot aitaba kaetaba kahetaba kahetaba 

16 back tauli tæuli tæuli tauli 

17 shoulder afala dabaialo dabaiaɾo dabaiaɾo 

18 forehead     

19 chin     

20 elbow     

21 thumb nimatinatinanai nimapeua nimapeua nimapeua 

22 leg ae kae kaɣe kahe 

23 heart     

24 liver     

25 bone silie siliʔe siliʔe sedi 

26 blood oasina kuasina kuasina kuasina 
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Item Gloss Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

27 baby     

28 girl     

29 boy     

30 old woman     

31 old man     

32 woman oaivi vesala vesaɾa uavini, vesaɾa 

33 man bada bada bada oɾoto, bada 

34 father tama tama tama tama 

35 mother tina tʰina tina tina 

36 brother     

37 sister     

38 name isa isa isa isa 

39 bird moanua muanua muanua muanua 

40 dog daiasi daiasi dahasi dahasi 

41 pig boaua buaua buaua buaua 

42 cassowary     

43 wallaby     

44 flying fox     

45 rat soba kelati keɾati aitala 

46 frog soʔu soku soku soku 

47 snake moata muata muata muata 

48 fish madi iana iana iana 

49 person     

50 he sits mia mia mia mia 

51 he stands muaito muaito moito moito 

52 he lies down ena kena kena kenaiovo 
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Item Gloss Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

53 he sleeps     

54 he walks     

55 he bites     

56 he eats ani kani kani kani 

57 he gives it to me     

58 he sees ita kita kita kita 

59 he comes nato nato nato nato 

60 he says giu giu giu giu 

61 he hears vaie vaie vaje vaje 

62 he knows     

63 he drinks tego tego tego tego 

64 he hits liɣa kativunu kativuno bibi, kuapu 

65 he kills     

66 he dies pʰeʔi peki peki peki 

67 it burns     

68 it flies     

69 he swims     

70 he runs velao velæu veɾæo veɾau 

71 he falls down beʔu beku kuɾuva kuluvʌ 

72 he catches     

73 he coughs oso losa aɾosa losa 

74 he laughs guai guai guai guai 

75 he dances     

76 big dididiga didiga didiga didiga 

77 small eoʔeo ɣæubo hæubo haubo 

78 good visu visu visu visu 
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Item Gloss Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

79 bad pʰaisi paisi gebo gebo 

80 long lofalofa lofa lofa lopa 

81 short oatie oatiʔe uatie uatihe 

82 heavy vita vita vita vita 

83 light     

84 cold tululu tululu tululu tululu 

85 warm, hot poia poia poia poia 

86 new valio valivaliuna valivaliu valivaliu 

87 old beabea uadubona uadubo uadubo 

88 round     

89 wet     

90 dry     

91 full uanavu uanavu uanavu uanavu 

92 road eta eta eta eta 

93 stone gaʔima ɣakima hakima hakima 

94 earth doa doa doha doha 

95 sand gelesa gelesa bubu bubu 

96 mountain oia oia oia oia 

97 fire ai kai kai kai 

98 smoke basu basu, sike sikei sikei 

99 ashes     

100 sun suala suala suaɾa suaɾa 

101 moon naualai næualai nauaɾai naualai 

102 star kipola kipola kipola kipola 

103 cloud iada eada iada gio 

104 rain nabu nabu nabu nabu 
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Item Gloss Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

105 wind iavaɾa iavala iavaɾa iavaɾa 

106 water gauba gauba gʌuba gʌuba 

107 vine maina maina kuedo hulava 

108 tree ai kaimuaimuaitona kai kai 

109 stick     

110 bark     

111 seed (for planting)     

112 root lamlam lamlam lamlam lamlam 

113 leaf lugu lugu lugu lugu 

114 meat madi visiona visiho visiho 

115 fat momona momona momona momona 

116 egg pʰou pou pou pou 

117 louse tuma tuma tuma tuma 

118 feather     

119 horn     

120 wing mabe mabe mabe mabe 

121 claw XXX nimakoukou nimagala nimakokopi 

122 tail iu iu hiu hiju 

123 one esebo esebo hemota hemota 

124 two labu labu ɾabu labu 

125 three faiona faiona paiona paiona 

126 four fati fati XXX labubilabu 

127 five faligigi nimaikovi XXX nimahemota 

128 ten XXX nimaɾabuikovi XXX nimalabu 

129 taro udo udo udo udo 

130 sugarcane tovu toᵘvu tovu tovu 
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Item Gloss Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

131 yam kokoia, nalei kokoia kokoia nosinosi, kokoia 

132 banana isai kisai kisai kisai 

133 sweet potato     

134 bean     

135 axe     

136 knife nigo kuatikuati nigo (cut), naipi anilauʔoi 

137 arrow (spear)     

138 net bag     

139 house vada vada vanua vanua 

140 tobacco     

141 morning holaholala holaholala oɾaoɾaɾa malaboiboi 

142 afternoon aubiga æubiga æubiga aubigʌ 

143 night dudubala dudubala dudubaɾa dudubala 

144 yesterday mao mæu maho maho 

145 tomorrow boʔina bokina bokina bokina 

146 white potipoti potipotina potipoti(na) potipoti 

147 black duba dubadubana dubaduba dubʌ 

148 yellow     

149 red sabasabana (red one) sabasabana sabasaba saba 

150 green     

151 many uapouapa uapauapa uapauapa uapauapa 

152 all matabudi matabuna matabuna matabuna 

153 this niga niga niga niga 

154 that noʔo noko, noi noi noko 

155 what bae bai bai bai 

156 who saia tæubai aiai ʌiʌi 
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Item Gloss Boilave Takwatakwai Mainawa Kwabunaki 

157 when mavisa mavisa mavisa mavisʌ 

158 where bamo bamo bamo bamo 

159 yes m, i, e, u m m kʌmʌinʌ 

160 no gea geia geha geha 

161 not     

162 I tagu tagu tagu tagu 

163 you (singular) tama tam tam tam 

164 he tana tana tana tana 

165 we two (exclusive)     

166 you two     

167 they two     

168 we (plural exclusive) tama tada tada tama 

169 you (plural) temi temi temi temi 

170 they (plural) tedi tedi tedi tedi 
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Appendix C.1: Community connection tool 

Community connection tool Aims: (1) Gain an impression of the social solidarity among the Kakabai villages; (2) Discover what avenues of 
communication exist between Suau, Kakabai, and Wedau villages; (3) Gain an impression of whether certain sectors of the community have less 
contact (and therefore less opportunity for acquired intelligibility) with other Kakabai villages; (4) Provide a visual framework for later 
discussion on language use between individuals from different Kakabai villages. Materials: banana leaves cut into squares | laminated village 
name cards | laminated social category cards | laminated 1, 2, 3 | a couple blank laminated cards | bag of blue strings | 4 bags of coloured chips | 
black permanent markers Key: shading indicates questioner can vary probe. 

Step What you say What you do and observe 
1a I have a stack of cards with village names on them. Would a volunteer take 

the cards and read each one and place it on the ground?  
Give volunteer the stack of cards; observe that they are read and placed 
on the ground in such a way that the home card is central. 

1b Are the village names correct? Are there other names you use for some of 
these villages? 

If an alternate name is given, hand blank card and whiteboard marker to 
volunteer to write the name and place it under the gov’t name. 

1c Now I want you to think of what kinds of bridges or connections you have 
with these villages. For example, when a man marries a woman from 
another village, the marriage forms a bridge or connection between the 
man’s village and the woman’s village. Could I ask a volunteer to place this 
blue string between your village card and one other village card? 

Give volunteer a blue string and observe it placed between home village 
and one other village. 

   2a The blue string shows us that first we’ll talk about the bridges or 
connections between home village and other village. Could you tell me one 
kind of bridge or connection? 

Community call out a type of connection. 

2b Could I ask a volunteer to write connection on this banana leaf or draw a 
symbol to represent connection? Thank you. Could you place that on the 
blue string? 

Give volunteer banana leaf and permanent marker. Observe word or 
symbol drawn and leaf placed on the string. 

2c Is there another kind of connection you have with village? As they describe the connections, have them draw a symbol to represent 
each connection, and ask them to place these symbols on the string. 

2d Could I ask a volunteer to write connection on this banana leaf or draw a 
symbol to represent connection? Thank you. Could you place that on the 
blue string? REPEAT UNTIL THERE ARE NO MORE CONNECTIONS.  

As above.  

2e Could I ask a volunteer to place this blue string between your village card 
and another village card? 

Give volunteer a blue string and observe it placed between home village 
and another village. 

2f REPEAT steps 2c–2e until all villages have been discussed [***Make sure 
that by the end, you know where these people attend school and church—
ask directly if necessary***] 
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Step What you say What you do and observe 
3a We’ve made a map of the many bridges you have with these villages. Now 

we’re going to talk about men, women, and children—who is connected by 
which bridges. Could a volunteer read this card and place it on the 
ground?  

Give the MEN card to the volunteer, who reads it and places it on the 
ground. 

3b Here are 4 colours of plastic chips. Which colour should be used to mark 
MEN? [they answer] Could you place one of these chips on the MEN card? 
[REPEAT process for WOMEN, CHILDREN, and EVERYONE]. 

Community members select a colour and volunteer marks the card with 
one chip. 

3c [ASK about WHO participates in any relevant connections, men/women/children, and ask volunteer to mark using appropriate chips. Cover all 
the villages.] 

4a Now I’d like to give a volunteer this #1 card. I’d like you to discuss which 
village is the number one place you have a connection with. Once you’ve 
decided, place the #1 card on that village’s name card. 

Give #1 card to volunteer. Observe community discussion. Ask for 
translation if in V and clarification if needed. 

4b Which village is the next most important connection? Once you’ve decided, 
I’d like a volunteer to place this #2 card on that village’s name card.  

Give #2 card to volunteer. Observe community discussion. Ask for 
translation if in V and clarification if needed. 

4c Which village is the the next most important connection? Once you’ve 
decided, a volunteer can put this #3 card on that village’s name card. 

Give #3 card to volunteer. Observe community discussion. Ask for 
translation if in V and clarification if needed. 
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Appendix C.2: Community connection data recording sheet 

COMMUNITY CONNECTION DATA recorded by _______ while _________ asked questions on ___ Sept 2012. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Home Village: 

 

Colour Key: 
MEN =  
WOMEN = 
CHILDREN = 
EVERYONE = 

PART 1: Draw village names in boxes to match cards on the ground. 
PART 2: Draw lines connecting villages and along them, write names or draw symbols 
representing the bridges shown in the tool on the ground. 
PART 3: Complete key on left to match tool; draw dots to match coloured chips placed. 
PART 4: Mark the villages chosen as 1, 2, and 3; write WHY THESE CHOICES WERE MADE. 
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Appendix D.1: Dialect mapping tool 

Dialect mapping tool Aim: Discover what (socio)linguistic differences Kakabai speakers perceive among varieties in the Kakabai area. Materials: 
laminated blank cards | whiteboard marker | blue, green, yellow, and red string Key: shading indicates questioner can vary probe; STRING: blue 
= linguistic subgroup; green = speak exactly the same way; yellow = speak a little different; red = speak very different 
 

Step What you do and why What you say What you may observe and do in response Step 

1a Establish the name the 
community likes to use for its 
language/people. 

What is the name of your language? If they list more than one, 
ask “Which name do you prefer to use?” Would someone write 
the name on this card and place it on the ground? 

Give volunteer blank card(s) and marker. 
Volunteer writes the preferred name(s) on a 
label and puts it on the ground. 

1a 

1b Lay out a visual map of all the 
communities that speak a 
variety of Kakabai. 

Could you name all the other villages where vernacular is 
spoken? For each one, we need a volunteer to write the name 
on a card and place it on the ground. 

Give more cards to a volunteer, who writes 
one name per card and puts the cards on the 
ground.  

 

2a Map the community’s 
perception of linguistic 
subgroups within Kakabai. 

Do any groups of villages all speak the same type of 
vernacular? 
Would a volunteer put this blue string around those villages? 

Give blue string to volunteer, who places it 
around each such group. 

1b 

     3a Map communities that speak 
exactly the same. 

Now we want to show which of these communities speak 
vernacular exactly the same as you, which are a little different, 
and which are very different. This green string will mark 
villages that speak exactly the same as you. Are there any 
villages that speak exactly the same as you? [If yes] Would a 
volunteer place the string around those villages? You can 
remove the blue string and give it to me. [If no] Would a 
volunteer place the string just around your village card? You 
can remove the blue string and give it to me. 

Give green string to volunteer and receive the 
removed blue string. Observe green string 
placed appropriately. [IF GREEN STRING IS 
PLACED DIFFERENTLY THAN BLUE STRING, 
ASK WHY] 

2a 

3b Map communities that speak 
differently but easy to 
understand. 

Now, are there villages that speak differently from you but you 
can easily understand them? Place this yellow string around 
those communities to mark them. 

Give yellow string to volunteer and observe 
that it’s placed appropriately. 

 

3c Map communities that speak 
differently but difficult to 
understand. 

Now, are there villages that speak differently and it’s hard for 
you to understand them? Place this red string around those 
communities. 

Give red string to volunteer and observe that 
it’s placed appropriately. 
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Step What you do and why What you say What you may observe and do in response Step 

4a Referring back to the real-life 
contexts recorded during the 
community connection tool, 
check that strings have been 
placed appropriately and gain 
a sense of the level of 
understanding that’s possible 
at each level. 

Do you understand everything, some things, or nothing when 
you hear the tune of Kakabai from the grouping that you 
identified as speaking a little different from you? [Point to the 
YELLOW string grouping on the ground] 

  

4b When you speak to people from that grouping, what language 
do you use? 
What tune of Kakabai do you both use during the 
conversation? Yours, theirs, or both? [Refer to real-life 
contexts in CC tool] 

  

4c Do you understand everything, some things, or nothing when 
you hear the tune of Kakabai from the grouping that you 
identified as speaking very different from you? [Point to the 
RED string grouping on the ground] 

  

4d When you speak to people from that grouping, what language 
do you use? 
What tune of Kakabai do you both use during the 
conversation? Yours, theirs, or both? [Refer to real-life 
contexts in CC tool] 

  

4e Try to discover whether some 
community members have 
little or no exposure to the 
dialect used for VITAL 
materials. 

Does anybody in the community stay isolated from the 
Takwatakwai dialect? 
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Appendix D.2: Dialect mapping data recording sheet 

DIALECT MAPPING DATA recorded by ______________ while ______________ asked questions on ___ Sept 2012. 
Home Village: 

 
   
 
 

 
 
 
  

Colour Key: 
BLUE = ethnolinguistic groups 
GREEN = exactly the same 
YELLOW = easy to understand 
RED = difficult to understand 
 
 

1: Write in any other village/hamlet names (and 
any useful info in parentheses, such as which 
main village it’s associated with.) 
2–3: Draw coloured lines matching the tool. 
4: Compare with community connection tool and 
consider the questions in the left-hand sidebar. 

If BLUE & GREEN strings 
are different, why are 
they? 

 

How does the community 
describe its level of 
understanding of the 
YELLOW string varieties? 

 

Same Q regarding the RED 
string varieties? 

 

How well do people here 
understand the 
Takwatakwai  dialect? 

 

Do people understand the 
Takwatakwai dialect 
because of acquired or  
inherent intelligibility? 

 

 

 

Good Candidates for WL: 
Is anyone marginalised by 
a lack of opportunity to be 
exposed to the 
Takwatakwai dialect? 

• KWABUNAKI 

• MAINAWA 

• TAKWATAKWAI 

• BOILAVE 
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Appendix E.1: Wheel of vitality tool 

WHEEL OF VITALITY TOOL Aim: Discover any generational differences in how much Kakabai is spoken. Materials: photos representing children 
(x2), middle-aged men/women, old men/women, mothers, fathers.| 5 x blank labels | black and green whiteboard markers | 4 bags of coloured 
chips | bag of blue string | 5 x each 1-way and 2-way arrows Key: shading indicates questioner can vary probe. 

Step What you do and why What you say What you may observe and do in response Step 

1a To introduce social categories 
to the community, show the 
community all photos one by 
one. Make sure everyone in 
the community sees every 
photo. NOTE: make it clear 
that outsiders are not 
represented by these photos 
but only people in their 
community. 

Look at these photos. This photo represents all of the children 
in your community. It doesn’t represent children who are from 
other villages. It represents children belonging to your village 
only. This photo represents old women, etc. 

The community members show engagement 
with the photos and understanding of what 
they represent. There should be no one in the 
group who wants to see the photos that has not 
seen them. There will be two CHILDREN cards.  

1a 

1b Collect the photos. To enable 
the community members to 
demonstrate their 
understanding, hold up each 
photo one at a time until all 
have responded. 

OK, we want to check that everybody clearly understands what 
the photos represent. When I hold up a photo, you all call out 
who the photo represents.[Repeat for all] 

People say “fathers” etc... 1b 

     2a To confirm the name of the 
village and define the social 
context for communication, 
give a volunteer a card and 
green whiteboard marker. 

Is there someone who could come write the name of your 
village on this card? After you write it, you can place it on the 
ground. 

Volunteer writes village name in green on a 
card and places it on the ground. 

2a 

2b To confirm the name of the V 
used in this location, give a 
volunteer a card and black 
whiteboard marker. 

Is there someone who would write the name of your language 
on this card? You can also put it on the ground. 

Volunteer writes the name of their V in black 
on the card and place it on the ground. 

2b 
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Step What you do and why What you say What you may observe and do in response Step 

2c To check whether they use 
other languages, ask them this. 
Have them write a card for up 
to three languages. (If more 
than three, determine which 
three are used most.) 

In village, are there other languages that you use? Such as 
another local language or English? Could someone write each 
one on a card and place it on the ground? 

Volunteer writes these language names in black 
on other cards and puts these cards on the 
ground next to the V card. 

2c 

2d To key the V with a colour, 
give volunteer a red chip. 

Now we want to mark each language with a colour. Could 
someone put this red plastic on the card that has the name of 
your language? 

Volunteer puts red chip on the V card. 2d 

2e To key the “arapela tok ples” 
with a colour, give volunteer a 
yellow chip, green chip, blue 
chip, etc. 

This is yellow and it marks… Volunteer puts the other chips on the 
appropriate cards. 

2e 

2f Check understanding of the 
key. Call out the name of the 
V and use gestures to elicit a 
response. Repeat this for other 
languages, interspersing them 
with V until people are clearly 
indicating the correct colours. 

Now I want to check that everyone understands these colours. 
When I call out the name of a language, you answer which 
colour marks that language. If I call out, "V", what colour is 
that... 

People say the correct colours. 2f 

     3a Retain the FATHERS, MOTHERS 
and extra CHILDREN photos 
Give them all other photos and 
ask them to spread them out 
in a big circle. 

Now I want someone to put all these photos on the ground in a 
big circle.  

Volunteer takes all pics except FATHERS, 
MOTHERS and one CHILDREN photo and puts 
them on the ground to form a big circle. 

3a 

3b To check the vernacular use of 
the fathers begin by focussing 
on the FATHERS photo. Place it 
against the orange card 
backing. 

First, I want you all to think what languages the fathers in the 
village use now. We’re not thinking about before, in the past, 
but right now. Place the picture of the fathers on the ground in 
the centre of this circle.  

Volunteer takes FATHERS photo on orange card 
and puts it in the centre of the circle. You then 
put village card above photo and V and 
“arapela tok ples” card under photo. 

3b 

3c To show communication 
between fathers and old men, 
put blue string between the 
FATHERS photo and the OLD MEN 
photo. 

All right, first I want you to think about when the fathers talk 
with the old men nowadays. 

The blue string between the FATHERS photo and 
the OLD MEN photo creates the first spoke of the 
wheel. 

3c 
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Step What you do and why What you say What you may observe and do in response Step 

3d Ask if V or other languages are 
used between these two 
groups or not and mark this 
accordingly. 
 
REPEAT STEPS 3c–3d for 
relationships fathers have with 
all other social groups 
represented by photos. NOTE: 
make sure you randomise the 
sequence you work in to 
minimise pat answers. 

When they are talking, do they use some V or not? If they use 
some, put a red plastic on this blue string. Do they use another 
language as well? If they use another language with V, put that 
language’s colour plastic on the blue string. If they don’t use V, 
don’t put a red plastic on the string.  

Volunteer marks blue string with red chip if V 
is used between fathers and old men and 
yellow, etc. if they use something else. If no V, 
just use yellow/other colours. 
A complete wheel is formed randomly with 
blue strings between the FATHERS card and all 
other photo cards, and at least one coloured 
chip on every spoke. 

3d 

3e Before you proceed, you need 
to be certain that you have 
accurately recorded all uses of 
V and not missed any. 

Now I want to check ... when the fathers talk with   all photos 
the fathers don’t use V. Is that right, or...? 

 If unsure, GO BACK TO STEPS 3c–3d to 
clarify if V is used. 
 If no red chips anywhere, confirm no V and 
GO TO STEP 5 
 For each spoke with no red chip, confirm no 
V is used in these interactions and then GO TO 
STEP 4a 

3e 

     4a To clarify the extent of 
vernacular use of fathers, you 
first need to make sure that 
the community members are 
thinking only about V and 
other languages. 
NOTE: do not proceed to 4b 
until you are certain that the 
community members 
understand you no longer 
want them to think about 
other languages. Make sure 
they are only focussed on V. 

Now I want you to think of when the fathers use your 
language. I want you to forget about all the other languages. 
As you look at the circle, we’re now going to talk only about V. 
If they use another language as well as V, just forget about the 
other languages and we want you to think only about V. 

Remove any blue spokes that don’t have a red 
chip and remove all yellow, green or blue 
chips. Remove photos that do not have a spoke. 
Remove "arapela tok ples" card. 
Ultimately, you should still have only photos of 
people who use V. There should be only blue 
spokes with red chips on them remaining. 

4a 
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Step What you do and why What you say What you may observe and do in response Step 

4b To find out who initiates V, 
ask who uses it. 

When the fathers and photo are talking together, who usually 
speaks V?  

 If they say either both or only fathers use V, 
go to step 4c 
 If they say photo category only uses V, go to 
step 4e 

4b 

4c Offer them a 2-way arrow 
which they will use if they are 
sure that fathers understand 
and respond in V with the 
photo category in focus. 

If the fathers answer in V, mark the blue string with a 2-way 
arrow. 

 If they feel that fathers can respond in V 
with this photo, they add the 2-way arrow. GO 
TO STEP 4d 
 If they are hesitant GO TO STEP 4e 

4c 

4d To check that they understand 
what the diagram represents 
ask... 

Ok, you’ve put down the 2-way arrow which shows that when the 
fathers talk with photo, the fathers can answer back in V? Is that 
right or...? 

 If they are unsure GO TO STEP 4e 
 If they confirm that fathers respond, repeat 
for another random photo leaving peer photo 
last GO BACK TO STEP 4b 
 If peer photo is last GO TO STEP 4g 
 If there are no more photos GO TO STEP 
5a 

4d 

4e Offer them a 1-way arrow 
which they will use if they are 
sure that fathers understand 
but respond in anything but 
the V with the photo category 
in focus. 

When the fathers and photo talk with each other, do the fathers 
understand V but not speak it? If that’s true, and the fathers don’t 
reply using V but instead reply using another language/tune, mark 
the blue string with a 1-way arrow. 

 If they feel that fathers can only hear V with 
this category, they add the 1-way arrow. GO 
TO STEP 4f 
 If they are hesitant GO TO STEP 4h 

4e 

4f To check that they understand 
what the diagram represents 
ask... 

Ok, you’ve put down a 1-way arrow to show that when the fathers 
and photo talk with each other, the fathers don’t reply in V. The 
fathers answer in another language/tune—is that right, or...? 

 If they are unsure GO TO STEP 4f 
 If they confirm fathers don’t respond in V, 
repeat for another random photo leaving peer 
photo last GO BACK TO STEP 4b 
 If peer photo is last GO TO STEP 4g 
 If there are no more categories GO TO STEP 
5a 

4f 

4g As parents are middle-aged, 
interaction between them that 
warrants a red chip will 
automatically warrant a 2-way 
arrow. 

You have shown that when the fathers and the middle-aged men 
talk together, they talk in V. Therefore, the fathers reply in V. 

Volunteer places 2-way arrow. GO TO STEP 
5a 

4g 
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Step What you do and why What you say What you may observe and do in response Step 

4h Though they said that fathers 
used V with this photo 
category, the tool has revealed 
that they actually do not. You 
need to backtrack to figure out 
why this is. Ask further 
questions to clarify whether 
fathers do use or even 
understand V with this 
category. 

 Once you have clarified, repeat for another 
random photo leaving peer photo last GO 
BACK TO STEP 4b 
 If there are no more categories GO TO STEP 
5a 

4h 

     5a If FATHERS use V with others in the community, repeat STEPS 3 and 4 with CHILDREN photo. If FATHERS don’t use V, repeat STEPS 3 and 4 with 
MOTHERS and then with CHILDREN photo. 
If STEP 3 has resulted in no red chips being placed on a blue string, you will skip STEP 4 for that category. 

5a 
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Appendix E.2: Wheel of vitality data recording sheet 

WHEEL OF VITALITY DATA recorded by _____________ while _____________ asked questions on __ Sept 2012. 

Step 2a Name of village: 

Step 2b Name of vernacular (RED =V): 

Step 2c Any other languages mentioned at this point or later in the tool 
YELLOW = 
GREEN = 
BLUE = 
 

Step 3 
FATHERS 

 Step 4 
FATHERS 

 

Step 3 
MOTHERS 

 Step 4 
MOTHERS 

 

Step 3 
CHILDREN 

 Step 4 
CHILDREN 

 

Misc. Language Notes (For any relevant comments on lang. use, write footnote numbers on the 
relevant parts of the diagrams above and then detail the comments as footnotes below.) 
 

Trends to Clarify Further during the last part of the Large Group session: 
(If, for example, it seems that children are shifting away from V use, we need to clarify this with 
the community. Note your questions here and be prepared to ask about them when signalled by 
the Interviewer. The goal is to understand roughly what percentage of the time each variety is 
used, by whom, and in what domains.) 

ol papa ol papa 

ol mama ol mama 

ol pikinini ol pikinini 
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Appendix F: Observation schedule 

OBSERVATION SCHEDULE FOR: Village ________________________ Language __________________________ 
1 COMMUNITY CONNECTION TOOL 
 Participation 
Who from the community LEADS this activity? 
CIRCLE groups that participate IN DISCUSSION and specify topic underneath. Also TALLY number present during tool: 
 

old men #: middle-aged men #: young men #: old women #: middle-aged women #: young women #: 
 

Is there any DISAGREEMENT among ______participants? ______observers? 
 

 Evidence of Charged Emotions? 
Note general atmosphere on chart 
People coming / going? 
 Evidence of Positive or Negative Attitudes 
Towards Particular Villages? 
What were the major points of discussion? 
Was there general agreement concerning the answers given? 
 Equal Opportunity for Exposure to Takwatakwai dialect? 
Does anybody in the community stay isolated from the Takwatakwai dialect? 
 
 

 Critique of Tool  **REFERENCE SPECIFIC STEP/PROBE AS NECESSARY 
What went well? 
 
What didn’t go well? 
 

 
2 DIALECT MAPPING TOOL 
 Who Participates in the Discussion? 
Who from the community LEADS this activity? 
CIRCLE groups that participate IN DISCUSSION and specify topic underneath. Also TALLY number present during tool: 
 

old men #: middle-aged men #: young men #: old women #: middle-aged women #: young women #: 
 

Is there any DISAGREEMENT among ______participants? ______observers? 
 

 Evidence of Charged Emotions? 
Note general atmosphere on chart 
People coming / going? 
 Evidence of Language Preferences? 
What were the major points of discussion? 
Was there general agreement concerning the answers given? 
 Critique of Tool  **REFERENCE SPECIFIC STEP/PROBE AS NECESSARY 
What went well? 
What didn’t go well? 
  

VERY POSITIVE………POSITIVE…....RESERVED……HOSTILE/RESISTANT 

VERY POSITIVE………POSITIVE…....RESERVED…….HOSTILE/RESISTANT 

PHOTO KEY: 
CH children 
OM old men 
OW old women 
MM middle men 
MW middle women 
 
STEP 3: 
Draw lines of the 
appropriate colour 
between “photos” in the 
space provided 
 
STEP 4: 
Draw 1-way or 2-way 
arrow 
 
 

 Date:  Observer:     Interviewer:        Start: Stop: 
  

Date:   Observer:     Interviewer:         Start: Stop:  
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3 WHEEL OF VITALITY 
 Who Participates in the Discussion? 
Who from the community LEADS this activity? 
CIRCLE groups that participate IN DISCUSSION and specify topic underneath. Also TALLY number present during tool: 
 

old men #: middle-aged men #: young men #: old women #: middle-aged women #: young women #: 
 
 

Is there any DISAGREEMENT among ______participants? ______observers? 
 

 Language Use Attitudes 
 

Regarding USE OF VERNACULAR do the community express any of the following? 
 
 

enthusiasm smiles, nodding, animated tone of voice, lots of talking, positive statements 
reluctance to explicitly show their feelings thoughtful expression, quiet, looking at speaker, few comments 
disinterest in the discussion side conversations, people leaving group, lack of eye contact with speaker, atmosphere too 

relaxed 
embarrassment nervous laughter, head shaking, side conversations, negative statements 
disappointment solemn atmosphere, head shaking, negative tone of voice, negative statement 
mixed feelings mixed body language, mixed tones of voice, positive and negative statements 
other? 
 

Regarding USE OF OTHER LANGUAGE do the community express any of the above? 
 
 
 

 Critique of Tool 
What worked well? 
 
 

What didn’t work well? 
 
 

Trends to Clarify Further during the last part of the Large Group session: (If, for example, it seems that children 
are shifting away from V use, we need to clarify this with the community. Note your questions here and be prepared 
to ask about them when signalled by the Interviewer. The goal is to understand roughly what percentage of the time 
each variety is used, by whom, and in what domains.) 
 
 
 

6 CONCLUSION / Q&A SESSION 
 Community Response 
 
 
 

How do the community respond to the conclusion? Circle all that apply, adding any relevant notes: 
polite 
listening 

nodding smiles shaking 
heads 

frowns conversation deep 
thinking 

other? 

 
List questions asked by the community. Who asked them? 
 
 

 Speeches 
Does anybody make a “speech”? If so... 
Who? What about? Community response? 
 

Date:  Observer:     Interviewer:         Start: Stop:  

Date:  Observer:            Start: Stop: 

→Consent Given? (describe) 
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